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Music Conservatory follows schedule
The final phase should make the campus academically
By Sarah Kotchen

well-round-

ed

-

Music is a very important part of
the lives of a majority of students on
the College of Wooster campus. The
Music Department not only provides
all students with the opportunity to
' participate in various music programs
and groups, but it extends itself to
reach out to include the faculty, staff,
i and me larger Wooster community.
The College of Wooster currently
boasts a very strong, talented, and

President Copeland has recently Musio Center. We win finally have a
announced a $300,000 challenge gift to recital hall that was meant for intimate
Wooster from an anonymous donor. chamber music such as faculty solos
The College must raise an additional and senior recitals. McGaw Chapel is
$600,000 in matching funds to qualify much too large and cumbersome for
for the $300,000 gift. The total of smaller recitals. The Music Center
$900,000 thus secured will complete will provide new and modem facilities
for students. It will be one of the
funding for Wooster's new Music
operate out of five- separate
a
cost
will
jewels
of me campus."
building
"temporary" locations. This is soon to
Center. The new
the
to
gifts
All
million.
change however. Faculty, students, phases.
Phase I includes all total of $4.8
alumni, and members of the Board of classrooms; faculty studios, and student Music Center received between August
As well as eliminating many of the
practice rooms; Phase II will add a 1, 1986, and Jury 31, 1987, will qualify
problems that As Music Department
recital halL large rehearsal halL and an for matching funds.
hM mmeviemced over the md vein, the
atrium. The new center will replace
new Music Center win be an aspect of
facilities which are woefully inadequate
Department
of the campus that the admissions staff
Chairperson of the
foe the Department of Music's needs
was
asked
Winter,
wfll be proud to show prospective
Daniel
campus
Dr.
for
Music.
and will complete a plan
to comment on the new Music Center. students. The new Center win be on
buildings first conceived in the 1950s.
The new Music Center was the
The new Music Center will be a the corner of Beall Avenue and
tremendous help to our program. It University Street Smdehts entering
only capital project not completed
will enable us to do most things more Wooster in the fall of 1987 wffl be the
during The Campaign for Wooster.
For the past year, several members of efficiently. Right now we have to first to use die new facility.
new position
move equipment and classes from
the Board of Trustees, under the
building to building. The practice
leadership of Barbara Robinson of
Cleveland, have addressed themselves to house has been inadequate for the past
35 years. It was never intended to be a
sufficient funds to begin
she plans to improve the quality of the securing
and
building, and it has been in
efforts
their
L
permanent
a
of
result
As
Phase
paper, both in appearance and writing,
gifts
donors,
major
too long. A new practice
far
use
for
from
additional
to make the Voice a paper worth
as the new recital hall
new
well
as
the
pledges
facility
to
gifts
irrevocable
and
reading as well as writing for.
benefits of the new
greatest
be
the
million.
$3.9
will
now
total
center
Wolfe expects that producing a
quality paper will take some time, and
she hopes that the students and faculty
will support the Voice in its period of
transition and growth.
" Kate has shown herself to be a
by Emily Ann Drage
dedicated member of the staff. With
most of the editorial board comprised
of seniors she will be the person who
To heighten public understanding of a violent rapes or attempted rapes. For a .reminder of the vulnerability of
can carry over all our new ideas,"
local and national problem, October variety of reasons acquaintance rapes women.
f,
Dean.
comments
It is clearly wrong that anyone
also known as date rape) are even less
has been designated "Rape Awareness
afraid to walk where they
finally
should.be
is
Rape
Month." On Wednesday, October 22, likely to be reported.
wish,
they wish, simply because
when
violent
a
as
viewed
be
to
there will be Take Back the Night" beginning
Diane Cullen,
women.
are
perverse
they
a
simply
than
rather
crime
march to protest the fact that women
WRC,
is excited
the
of
act.
sexual
freely
at
are unable to feel safe walking
will be
the
march
are
believes
known
she
because
rapists
many
that
fact
The
raped.
night without die fear of being
those
all
for
experience
or
friends
positive
a
as
either
victims
their
to
begin
in
The march, which is to
something
that
acquaintances should be noted, involved. This is
is being
Lowry Center at 10
this
women
on
college
the
on
of
the
affects
women
all
6
sponsored by the Women's Resource especially by
opportunity
an
to
is
and
it
campus
Rape
campus. Organizers of the Akron
Center.
'
each
raising
together
by
everyone
bring
national
cite
the
Month
2
The. organizers hope that the march Awareness
consciousness in
win. increase awareness toward the statistic that one out of every three other's morale and
rape."
regard
to
Swyt,
Wendy
raped.
women
is
the
3
growing problem rape poses to
of the WRC, commented The WRC firmly believes in the
9
Wooster community. On the college
educating both men and
campus, statistics are not representative "Rape suppresses women, chaining importance of
issue of rape. With the
the
on
women
of the actual problem. Unfortunately, them to the fear of their bodies being
violated and stands as a constant
many women fail to report either
dedicated faculty within the Department
of Music, however, its members have
had to contend with a very fundamental
problem. Since its conception, the
Music Department has not had a
permanent department location or
building, and the faculty has had to

Trustees have been aware for some
time of the crucial need for an adequate
music building. This need is finally
being met after much planning and hard
work. Money has been raised and
music building is
donated and
currently undergoing construction.
Construction of the new music
building has been divided into two

Wolfe selected as Managing
Editor of The Wooster
"Voice
Former Layout Editor assumes
The editorial board of The Wooster
Voice has selected Kate Wolfe as the
new 1986-8- 7 Managing Editor. Wolfe
rwas previously the Layout Editor as
' well as News and Feature Editor of the
Voice.
a

In high school Wolfe was both
of her school
newspaper and Assistant Editor of her
Editor-in-Chi-

ef

- school's Yearbook. A sophomore from
Oberlin, Ohio, Wolfe is an English
major with aspirations of getting into
journalism.
Wolfe has high hopes for The
Wooster Voice. As Managing Editor

I
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The wrong kind of hero
Our childhood heros became
figments of

a shattered past

By David Dean
during our childhood we all had some
individual or groups of persons with whom we considered our
hero. Whether it be the futuristic space man on Saturday
morning cartoons or the legendary figure from a classic we may
At some time

and pride were evoked when we
chose to associate ourselves with a hero. As we matured our
hero matured. as well. That futuristic, larger than life character
became more human rather than fantasy. They became people
like you and me. The evolution from fantasy to reality however
has not been a positive one at all.
have read, a feeling of

self-wort- h

.

-

"its the macho image we

strive for in our hero"

1

Letters to
the Editor

Continued on Page

ef

I

My letter concerns a noew article
"i
The Voice, "Weekend Hang-Out- .,
written by John Taylor and Alcxj
Helander. I think the addition of thi
article to The Voice is a novel ancf
i

Dear Editor,

I would like to congratulate you on the
addition of the new column, "Weekend
Hangouts," to the Voice. I think that
both John Taylor and Alex Helander
employ fine reporting of the weekend
activities for the student body. I swear
by the Weekend Hangout column!
A.G. Adams
"

In his column ( Thoughts on South
As began to get older we discovered that the comic hefos of
September 19. 1986) M. Harris
Africa.
yesterday we figments our imagination and that the
some misleading and
makes
Lucas
h
and intellectual ability were far beyond even our
about some of the
statements
incorrect
limited imagination. We saw our childhood hero as fake, unreal,
Africa today.
South
in
issues
crucial
to
and unable to be admired any more. In our desperate search
Concerning
violence in the black
fill that void we discovered that athletes and musicians were a
of South Africa's
outside
townships
greater substitute. Their athletic and musical prowress were
Lucas correctly
Mr.
major
cities.
qualities that each of us sought but rarely were able to obtain.
nature, but he
brutal
its
condemns
We watched on television how their lives were glamourous and
the roots
explain
to
attempt
no
makes
full of publicity and that sparked a friendly jealously in us all.
the
in
oppressive
violence
such
of
However, our fantasy was shattered when we discovered that our
of the
favorite athlete or musician was just like you and me. The system of apartheid. The use
those
against
"necklace",
pressure of too much money, too many fans, too many drugs, notorious
the
for
informers
being
and too much fast life took a toll that even the best of persons accused of
freightening
a
indeed
is
could not handle. So our hero stands shattered as a testament to police,
our childhood frailty. That fraility that within ourselves we feel indication of the growing violence in
forgotten
so inadaqute that we search, in vain, for that person or persons South Africa. What is often
has
apartheid
of
system
the
is
that
that we feel overshadow our own inequalities.
created the right conditions in the
townships for a radicalized youth, who
In our society we have the bizzare notion that athletes and
see violence as the only means of
musicians are the only people worth having as our hero. Aside
bringing about political change, to
from the figure of Christ, very few religious and intellectual
emerge as an iportant force. For many
individuals hold the distinction of being a childhood hero. It Is young urban blacks, whose legitimate
ingrained in our thinking that macho, rugged and rich are
representatives have been driven
qualites that are most desirable. We see the intellectual as a underground, it has become painfully
wimp, a bookworm, a study freak, someone to be avoided rather obvious that they have no recourse for
than emulated. In the end we shape our lives around that figure protest other than taking to the streets.
or figures with which we find a comminality with.
All this is not meant to justify such
violent acts described by Mr. Lucas but
Let us make a consented effort to celebrate the Intellectual
rather eo show how the conditions,
as well as the athletic with same amount of zeal and emulation
under which three quarters of the South
that both deserve. Let us recognize the accomplishments of
African people live, have created an
Wiesel,
and
Elie
II,
Pope
Paul
Walesa,
John
Salk,
Lech
Jonas
atmosphere conducive to violence and
Bishop Desmond Tutu. For without the contribution and
unrest. In addition it should be pointed
sacrifice of these Individuals many of us would not be alive to
out that the South African authorities
witness the world around us
often ecnourage violence in the
townships by supporting groups of
conservative thugs known as
of The Wooster Voice. vigilantes. This .was seen this
David A. Dean is Editor-in-Chidouble major.
He is a senior History-Philosoph- y
summer in Crossroads, a large
super-strengt-
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Dear Editor,

Dear Editor,

'

the American congressional and the
British parlimentary systems.

shantytown outside of Cape Town. In
other cases the plays on ethnic rivalries
by supporting one group against
another and then presents such conflict
as examples of "black on black"
violence.

Mr. Lucas is correct in pointing out
that South Africa's whites are not a
Generaly the
monolithic group.
Afrikaners (Boer is a fairly out of date
term) are more conservative on racial
g
South
issues than
Africa
South
Africans. However, in
there has alaways been a strong sense
that the interests of the white
community as a whole must be
preserved over other racial groups, this
is revealed in a recent opinion poll
which shows English speaking South
Africans moving towards the lulling
Nationalist party. Thus Mr. Lucas'
point about the difference in racial
English-speakin-

bencfitial idea.

Taylor and Helander take no
prisoners in advising us on where u
and where not to hang out on thd
weekends. Some people may fell Uv
aricle is just a hole too honest. Som
people may fril the recommendation'
and admonitions

of these learned younl

men are a trifle to truthful.
To those of you who concurr wit
the aforementioned reverie, I say "poo
Either you were a host to a party l&
was not favorably mentioned, or yo
would obviously prefer to wandc
of a
about campus for
hour to find a satisfying social
atmosphere. A waste ot valuable pars
time my friends.
The aricle provides soITi
three-quarte-

rs

g
views between
information and not only thJ
South Africans and the Afrikaners may
whereabouts of partys, but detail
not be as essential as he suggests.
concerning a variety of entertainijij
Mr. Lucas proceeds to brand the
events.
as
both
Congress
African National
It's about time someone like!
is
truth
The
marxist and
Helander and Taylor took a stand cty
far more complex. The A.N.C., which
hang-opreferences, incorporating
was founded in the 1920s as a largely
insight, so we nolonfj
their
accurate
middle class organization, today has
wonder
where to amble to
have
to
n
support from fairly broad
-the
conclusion
each week.
of
This
society.
of black South African
To Taylor and Helander I sa;'
is due to its nationalist rather than
"Bravo!"
A.N.C.'s
The
ideological aims.
assocation with the South African
C. Metro
i
Communist Party (banned since 1951)
Dear Mr. Ritler.
was based on the fact that the
I was going to write you personally
Communists were the only political
since you, too. do not exist, I ha
but
party in South Africa at that time to
you an open letter. Let m'
write
to
Black
as
equals.
treat black and whites
clear that I am nc
perfectly
South African nationalists take support make it
plight. I thin!
your
with
disagreeing
where and when they can get it. They
you
have forgotti
problem
that
is
the
do not have the luxury of questioning
all th
behind
underlying
current
the
the ideological motives of their
importance
the
is,
That
trouble.
supporters. As for the assertion that
th-group, it politics on this campus, and
the A.N.C. is an
the
toj
on
staying
importance of
should be pointed out that Nelson
Since I was involved in the incider
occasions,
numerous
on
has
Mandela
perhaps I can give a bet
including the Rivonia treason trials of personally,
1964. stressed his admiration for both
Continued on Page 4
English-speakin-

anti-wester-

n.

ut

J

cross-sectio-

,

e,-- 1
.

anti-weste- rn

Opinion
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fellah; Transforming
Om

n f

x

To Yacht or not to Yacht

m

I

byNedWemtraub
The sport of Yachting was once communities have brought something
thought to be a sport of the upper to its residences that was once reserved
echelon of society to som extent, it only for those who could afford to get
was. Bodies of waters such as Long involved. Now everyone can enjoy
Island Sound and the Chesepeake Bay sailing regardless of cost.
were donned with the presence of
When Dennis Conner and his regime
former presidents, financial moguls losing New York Yacht Club's 132
from New York, and various other year ownership of the highly coveted
people of notoriety such as Sir
America's Cup to the Australians,
Thomas Lipton, of tea fame and the public awareness of the sport of yacht
Vanderbilt family.
racing has come into full view in the
With the emergence of community last two years. There are now
sponsered sports. Sailing has become a advertisements from cigarette and beer
companies promoting different
sport for everyone. For example,
Boston and Milwaukee have created syndicates vying for an opportunity to
public facilities to accommodate large win this illustrious trophy again.
Not only is mere international yacht
numbers of people interested in sailing.
Using the Charles River and Lake racing, there is junior, club, and most
Michigan respectively, these important; intercollegiate sailing.
Sailing has been an integral part of
many colleges around the nation. In the
past ten years, the emergence of
midwestem intercollegiate sailing has
spawned threats to the once dominant
schools. Ohio Wesley an, Ohio State,

Michael Allen
Assistant Professor of English

I was glad that Robert Bellah spoke

business students, remember look tor
the "bottom line" and therefore care
more about strategies for maximizing
profits?
I can't see them doing
anything other than that. They know
they have to survive in a more
competetive world. Does Business
Ethics help them to survive? I doubt

pn Sunday night. His was an excellent
Speech, at once educated and
appealing at last, a successful forum
lecture. His speech sent me back to
his book, Habits of the Heart, as I
prepared for my Freshman Seminar.
But as I read the last chapters again, I
got bothered by a question.
Basically, I want to agree with
Bellah, but I honestly do not know
Row. "How?" is the question I kept
asking myself as I read the last chapter.
11 In some ways, Bellah et. al. have
ocused soi much on rediscovering the
- what" of American individualism and
1;- so
society, and are so concerned with
"revitalizing" our traditions, that they
."r
just don't spend too much time nor
have many ideas as to how this
revitalization is to occur.
Their analysis of individualism is,
'for the most part, accurate; especially

analysis

"How" is an important word;
academics should care more about it.
Bellah knows that individuals alone
cannot do the job of "transforming
American culture," and he knows that
government cannot impose a
transformation without becoming
tyrannical again, another example of
fine description. But what, men, does
that leave? American corporations,
whose nature is always first and
foremost utilitarian? Give me a break.
The Church? But the church is

-

"

neo-capitalis-

Notre Dame, Northwestern, and various

gs

;

.

tic

-

.

I

instrument for gaining material
possessions? Again, how is this to be

L done?

Cornell West, one of the respondents
to Bellah. is right: Bellah's book is a
5, fine description, but it is not enough.
West claims that the book needs more
"explanation" more theory to get us.
from the present state of affairs to
some unseen solution. I'm not even
sure if more theory is enough. I'd like
to see some pragmatism that's another
American tradition, missing from
much of Bellah's book. How, for
example, do we restructure M. B. A.
programs so that Business Ethics
classes are at the core instead of the
fringe of the curriculum? Would
students care more about "social
responsibility" if we told them they
are the
should, or would they-th- ese

by Alex Helander and John Taylor

Gee Alex- .- isn't it funny how clean
the campus has gotten all of a
competing traditions and varying
sudden? Yeah! and there are so many
degrees of prejudice, exclusionary
activities going on this weekend too!
policies and authoritarian structures. I Don't you wish campus was like mis
think Bellah's conception of religion is all the time? Uhh...Huh. Hey J.T.,
far too benign. Why doesn't he take What is it that makes this weekend so
Jerry Falwell seriously? I do. Why special anyway?... Why, I know, it's
doesn't Bellah discuss censorship and Parents Weekend!
and racisim all part of
Highlighting this weekend will be
the history of religion in American
the American premier of Riverman,
society. Surely, it is fair to argue that directed by Stan Schutz. A lot of work
churches are either inept or despotic. and effort has been put in on this
Education?
Bellah disparages
production and if it follows Wooster
"technique" ("how") and champions,
theatre tradition it should turn out to be
again, tradition to provide "personal
a great evening. Tickets are available at
meaning and civic culture." But then the Freed! ander Box office..... Hurry!
he quotes Helen Wendler, one of
Musically the campus will be
American literature's most elitist resonating all weekend long. Friday
literary critics, who seeks to restructure afternoon at 4:30 in Lowry, Sister Jean
Freshman English "myth, legend and
the Ragtime Queen and Laundry Fats,
parable" so that students can "love
will be wailing. Sounds like a great
i
what we love."
This is sheer
time.
academic narcissism and leads to
This evening in McGaw Chapel
English professors quoting poetry to beginning at 8:00, the ever popular
students who ask, silently, "Who the Alchemedians will be taking the stage.
heck cares besides you?"
d
duo labeling
A
So how is American culture to be themselves as providing "new wave
transformed? My only conclusion is vaudville", are nationally known for
that Bellah wants us to think harder, their "slapstick", and "puns." Don't
more deeply, and value traditions more. miss this opportunity to catch them
Sure, that's the ticket. And if we all live!
think more deeply and value tradition
Saturday morning starts early with
more, we will get out of the rat race the faculty reception at 9:00am.
and love one another. It all sounds Introduce your parents to you're favorite
rather like a sermon, and maybe that's profs., while trying to avoid the ones
the point. Maybe Bellah is an you owe late papers to. ( Seniors
academic Martin Luther King. But. STAY AWAY from advisors!) At
what a falling off this is from the real 11:30, The Smith Sisters, will be
Martin Luther King, who knew
performing in the Lowry Pit For those
King
something : about "how."
of you who haven't seen them before,
organized a boycott in Montgomery, the sisters will be playing a mixture of
Alabama in 1955 -t-hat's what started folk and contemporary tunes.
the Civil Rights movement. King
After the ball game, grab a cup of
and something warm and enjoy the Bill
knew how to organize sit-imarches, manipulate the media, and Noftsinger Jazz Group in Lowry at
bring blacks and whites together
4:30. They are back again with great
literally not in some academic way but 'swing" as well as "classical" jazz.
in the streets. King knew that The Wooster Jazz Ensemble, along
traditions cannot survive on their own with The Wooster Symphony
or through calls for their Orchestra, as well as the Wooster
King knew that Chorus, will put on a special show in
"revitalization."
book-burnin-

ion

J

The Editors of the Voice invite other
faculty members to respond to forum
events

into hundreds of
"communities of memory" with

,

re-orientat-

how. and in that crucial difference
hangs the whole balance between
individualism and community.

fragmented

of utilitarian

Individualism (economic man) and their
rediscovery of Biblical and Republican
traditions. (I have deep reservations
about their analysis of "expressive
x
individualism,"
mainly because I
cannot see how tolerant Walt Whitman
can be linked to therapy and divorced
from his Democratic Vistas, a
discussion of "the common good.")
..
It is, however, the last chapter,
"Transforming American Culture," that
bothers me most; especially Bellah's
call for a redefinition of work based
more on a "calling" and a
of the corporation based on "social
responsibility." Whom is he kidding?
How do we get back to a "calling" in a
society based, now more than ever, on
.greed? Simply saying so doesn't make
it so. Simply saying that we ought
not be greedy does not make people
become less greedy. We have a
culture which is, to a
great extent, "every man (and woman)
fl for himself." We tolerate that greed
u 'because it does get us more money and
1 1 it does fulfill our physical needs. Is it
' 1 enough to say that we should view
T work as a calling, instead of as an

technology, through pragmatic,
workable ways to bring people
together. The issue is not what, but

it.

j

their

traditions survive and change through
"how," through techniques and

multi-talente-

McGaw at 7:30.
The Spotlight Showcase series
featured in Mom's is always a treat.
Tomorrow night will feature The
Martin Brothers. Someone ought to
introduce these guys to the Smith
Sisters.

Two weeks ago. we saw the "grand
ef Ichabods." To put it
mildly it was a grand flop. We
encountered no one who was
particularly pleased with the changes.
However, don't fret and frown, we are
told that many new additions will
coming so don't give up on it yet.
Tonight Lester Burke will be on the
wheels of steel turning Ichs with the
latest dance sounds. Tomorrow night
the Ichs DJs will team up to oldies for
our folks...go tonight.
Two movies this weekend, Back to
The Future, a great comedy is showing
both Friday and Saturday nights at 7:00
and 9:30. Dr. Strange Love directed by
Stanley Kubrick will be this Sunday
evenings classic movie. We highly
recommend this satire on the Cold
War, starring Peter Sellers, 7:30
re-openi- ng

I

i

other schools, are supporting sailing
clubs and teams. Most of the programs
are considered clubs, using alumni and
parental support to fund trips to other
schools. The bulk of the funding
comes from fund raising events held by
the clubs themselves.
I am proposing that College of
Wooster start a sailing clubteam.
With administrative backing and
support from the Alumni, there is no
doubt that a sailing club at Wooster
can be successful. This proposed club
would not geared solely toward
competition, on the contrary, this
program would emphasize recreation.
Competition would come later.
Those of you who sail and those of
you wishing to learn , don't pass up
this opportunity; to make Wooster a
truely liberal arts school in all facets of
its community, it owes it to itself to

have a sailing club. If you are
interested, you must act now.

Mateer.

Have a great weekend, and keep those
parents from getting out of hand!

fifes- ksstf
-

aGTer

ns

.

Hew Cctslog

Superintendent of Documents
Washington, D.C. 20402
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Concerning ZimbabweRhodesia,
Mr. Lucas presents a largely inaccurate
picture of that Southern African nation.
Despite its nominal socialist afiliation,
Zimbabwe has a mixed economy that
courages capitalist investment. In
addition good relations between black
Zimbabwians and former white
Rhodesians are generally seen as
offering hope for Southern Africa as a
whole. In contrast Ian Smith's white
minority rule in Rhodesia (1965-198was hardly the example of democracy
that Mr. Lucas portrays.
Finally, the extent of influence
on South Africa's of the west's more
liberal racial attitudes is hard to gauge
because in South Africa there is a large
gap between white and black
perceptions of change. One is thing is
0)

apparent:

the

that

Reagan

administration's policy of constructive
engagement is an abysmal failure.
What effect international sanctions will
have is uncertian. However, it is clear
that international pressure can have
some impact This was illustrated last
fall when the sharp drop in the value
of the South African Rand caused great
concern in the financial community.
This led a group of major
.businessmen, including Gavin Rally of
n
corporation and
the

room in Lowry 4). finding an advisor
only m the capacity of one who will
approve college credit, based on the
recommendation of the editor. The
editor at that time thought it was
imperative that the student newspaper

Burmese, Tibetans, and, to some
extent, the Eskimos and the American
a
Indians. 3. (often I.e.) Pathol,
person affected with mongolism ( a

remain autonomous. Apparently

"Mongoloids" may refer to a mental
deficiency, it is rather offensive to use
it in reference to a race of people. I am
terribly sorry about this error.
PatBauerle

.lovce Foundation Grants
available for I.S. work

mental deficiency).

However,

campus politicians could not allow
that. A ridiculous stipulation of
finding an advisor, when no one on
campus is qualified, has the time, or
the desire to do it, was isolated. No
help was given to find an advisor either.
The politicians didn't care. And Galpin

since

the

term

by Newsservices

doesn't care.

from last year will help explain the
situation.
Elizabeth Johnson.
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Car Retrials

hope of diminishing the threat of rape
on campus the WRC would like to
several members of the De Beers
encourage other college organizations
mining company, to meet with
in my ISA article in the last issue of and individuals to join in the march.
A
A.N.C. leaders in Lusaka, Zambia.
The Wooster Voice, which regretably The organizers particularly hope mat
few years ago a meeting between
said "mongoloids" instead of men will come and show their support
members of the South African business "Mongolians."
for what is traditionally viewed as
elite and the A.N.C. would have been
For anyone that is not aware of the stricdy a "woman's problem."
unthinkable.
difference, "Mongoloids" has several
Rape affects everyone on the
meanings: 1. resembling the Mongols. Wooster campus and the Take Back
NedFortna
pertaining ' to, or
2. Anthropol.
the Night March." says Diane Cullen,
P.O. Box 1600
characteristic of a racial division of "is a chance for everyone to show their
6
2
0
2
mankind marked by yellowish
support for. and interest in. the issue of
complexion . . . and including the rape. All students should come and
Continued from page 2
Mongols, Manchus, Chinese, Koreans, express their anger in this positive
Siamese,
perspective of what I see the picture to Japanese, Annamese,
fashion."
be. The question surrounding my
existence was certainly secondary to the
real issue.
Those issues were concerned with
"how to improve the Voice." Quite an
honorable thing, that it was long
before It was even a thought, that the
idea of having an advisor arose. But, in
Anglo-America-

Dear Editor.
I wish to apologize for my carelessness

from
$12.95 a day

at
Ksi &i

Ext.

those important meetings with
responsible members of the campus
who had an infinite knowledge on
producing a paper ( two of 6 had ever
written for a newspaper), it became
obvious that improving the Voice
could mean 'one very important
could slap it into the
hands of prospective students and say
"see what our students produce."
Visiting scholars, important speakers
would be
and various
impressed by our college, because of
the excellent journalism. Now, that in
one
itself is understandable-unti- l
remembers that there isn't even a
journalism class on campus. Isn't it a
bit of a lie to praise our journalism
when their isn't a department?
Some of the suggestions that came
out of those meetings were 1). hiring a
qualified journalism professor 2).
providing college credit as an incentive
to participate 3). allowing the Voice to
move its office from next to the Boiler
thing-Admissio- ns

big-wi-

purposes noted above, proposals can
request money for the following:
-- The development of an appropriate
research tool to gather information (a
questionaire to federal or state officials
would be an example)
-- Registration fee to attend a conference
on the topic of the independent study
Purchase of supplies and equipment
with the understanding that any
equipment becomes property of The
College of Wooster and not the student
or the advisor, and mat these funds are
not intended to replace monies for
equipment that are currently furnished i
by departments.
Students should apply for a grant by
following these guidelines:

For the second year, the college is
making available funds received from
the Joyce Foundation as grants "to
develop and offer an optional
enhancement of I.S. projects which
would permit students access to
national resources through travel to
specialized libraries, interviewing
major figures in a field, using
nationally reputed scholars as readers of
their theses.etc. The resulting research
would assure professional quality and
(or appropriate
likely publication
recognition) for the project."
Grants up to several hundred dollars
are available to current juniors and
seniors to support independent study
projects. Along with the specific

Newsmaker

So, the problem Mr. Rilter, isn't
that the students on this campus are
apathetic about the Voice and other
publications. The problem is our
administration really couldn't care
about history from the students
perspective and opinions of students.
Producing a publication with the
quality with the quality of a school
with three times as many students ( and
a journalism department) is more
important. The feeling is that if you
can't have
could have perfection-yo- u
anything. I wish you luck in your
struggle-an- d
hope that a perspective

11
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"The Blues Masters" :

Late Night
Musings

A closer look
By Ted Silverman

By Graham Rayman

Performance: The Blues Masters";
Story idea:
College student walks
into a small bar called The Smokestack Featuring, John Lee Hooker,
and Haymaker, and orders a small draft Elvin Bishop, John Hammond, and
Pinetop Perkins. At the Hanna Theatre
$1 a lightly chilled mug. He stays and
drinks it ever so slowly, enjoying the in Cleveland Ohio. Wednesday,
October 15th. 1986.
uncivil ambiance of the place. An
man comes up to him and asks
Mm about life in general. The college
student replies, "Life? Future? Never
seen it. Sounds like bullshit to me!" still be friends.
t"he older man walks off with a furrow --Story idea: Short guy goes into a
on his brow. The college student mortuary, and demands to see a menu.
wonders what happened, and why he He repeats this at a hair salon, and a
gas station. All three times, he is
y&s so dam cynical to an obviously
turned away. Finally, he shaves his
,
friendly stranger.
He dunks about his choices and all die head and leaves the planet
. i
j
tne nunc,
jl wnenaing
nusuuws
nua uics --Once, I bought stock in AT&T. Host
my shirt Later, I found it at die dry
Jo forget them in another small frosty
I draft A fight breaks out in the place cleaners.
- answer," or the
foVer who has the best colored golf --Death isn'
pause
embarrassing
die
It's
question.
9 ants. The college student doesn't
between.
in
notice. .The beer coolly sloshes in his
If death is the end, why doesn't anyone
sfomach, releasing him from his
roll die credits?
ever
forgets.
He
problems.
5
ways to know if you're in Hell:
Three
the
as
morning,
die
next
ends
The story
If it starts to get really warm
college student continues to try to stay
Someone named Gilligan is being
alive until his birth certificate expires.
a fat sailor
by
hit
I bought a dictionary. I looked up a
you're locked in a room with all
If
word that I knew didn't exist. I was
you've dated people
of
the
smrong.
A woman walked up to me and said
GIVE, GIVE, GIVE!! Is that all you
"Hello."
I remember thinking that that
TAKE
you
just
can't
Why
J ever do?!
was the nicest thing anyone had ever
Once, I thought I was gay. Then I said to me.
was a
realized I was looking at a girl with --When I lived in D.C., there
The
themselves
called
band
that
extremely short hair.
stage
on
get
to
used
They
Abstracts.
Man needs sport. Sport needs man.
and just talk about playing their
f But, does a man named Sport need
instruments.
I asked a friend if he smoked after sex.
Hey! Don't just do something, stand
He said, "I don't know. I never looked."
there!
week: The chillingly nebulous
Next
--A human named Pat. Ambiguous
Kitty And The Kelp Kids, a
of
story
Hi. Tm not a human being, but I play
historical account of one of
stunning
one on TV.
and unknown Hoboken
tragic
most
the
--Detective story(line one): I knew the
bands,
ever
to grace the studios
garage
that
minute he walked into my office
this country. Until then.
he was a slimy slug, a carrion picker, a and bars of
seller of souls. But I thought we could Good Night"!
er

f-old-

I
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elf-cente-

red

--

--
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good communication as well as quality '
musician ship.
The evenings second feature was a
well known acoustic bluesmaster, John
Hammond. Hammond gave a well
rounded performance of acoustic blues,
playing six string, twelve string and
Dobro guitars while accompanying
himself on blues harmonica. All of his
guitar playing was in the fingerpicking
style which gave an endless variety to
the blues arpeggios which stressed
both the bass and melody lines.
Hammond also proved to be the
possessor of a mellow and soulful
voice that stirred the crowd to respond
at the conclusion of nearly every twelve
bars. He concluded his set playing
electric guitar with the backup group
and a return appearance of Pinetop
They ended on a
Perkins .
boogie-woogflavored jam, "Hand
Me Down My Walkin Cane."
Perhaps the evenings Hottest
performer, Elvin Bishop was the next
blues master to take the stage. Elvin
played potent electric guitar with
j tremendous energy and soul. Great lead
runs flowed through numerous funky
vlivtVim.
jr Kv ttw haclrtnff eroun.
.
Bishop not only proved nimseii a grew
bluesman but a remarkable showman
who humorously addressed his

The "Blues Masters" concert held at
the Hanna Theatre was an outstanding
event of Ohio's cultural scenario that I
have witnessed in four years at the
College of Wooster. The four virtuoso
bluesmen appeared as solo acts with a
single backup rhythm section made up
of electric guitar, bass, drums and
harmonica. The specific names of
these artists was difficult to understand
for they were introduced in the midst of
an ongoing blues jam. It is safe to say
, however, that they provided a solid
rhythmic foundation for the four
featured artists. Pinetop Perkins was
the evenings first attraction. Pinetops
fame was established as die pianoman
for die legendary Muddy Waters. The
backine Quartet and Mr. Perkins
stomped out some tremendous grooves
to an avid response from an extremely
He disnlaved his
dexterous ability in a number of
pulsating twelve bar blues. The most
notable of these being, "High Heeled
Sneakers" and "Got My Mojo Workin" audience.
The best tunes of his performance
which feature solo's by members of the
artists
group
of
This
were
the jumpy "Struttin My Stuff"
band.
backup
worked well together and expressed and "Little Brown Bird" once again

featuring the presence of Pinetop
Perkins. Elvin's guitar cut through die
foundation of the band and
li'tonllv itimo that iutirwy
should see.

...

.

-

'

paces.

j
I

.

f

,
l ne liruuc 01 inc evening,
was a monster jam featuring all four
master bluesmen and the' backing
quintet They stomped out at least '
twenty minutes of blues with three
guitar solos and a final improvisation
by Pinetop to end the show with a
standing ovation. The inevitable
monster jam encore followed.

Continued on page 7
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WASHINGTON
INTERNSHIP PROGRAMS
Interested in learning about and working in governmental and political
affairs in Washington, D.C.? Juniors and Seniors with at least a 3.0 average are
16 credit learning experience in the
invited to apply for a
nation's capital.
Supervised internships based on your specific interests are arranged with
members of Congress, Executive Branch agencies, media organizations, trade
offices, and educaassociations, public interest groups, corporate pubJic-affai'
tion associations.
University
by
Boston
supervised
Seminars with leading government experts,
faculty, focus on legislative and current policy issues.
Scholarship assistance is available. The application deadline for the spring
semester is October 27, 1986. For information and an application, complete
and send the form below.
er,

rs

'-

.

Boston University

one-semest-

Students needed for election day.
Make $40.00 for one day's work.
Need fifty students for election
day, Tuesday November 4 to

stand at polls and gather
signatures.

Please send information and an application for Boston University's Washington
Internship Programs to:
'

Name

566-865- 2.

'

Telephone

Mai to:
Boston University
Washington Internship Programs
College of Liberal Arts
725 Commonwealth Avenue
Room 106
Boston. MA 02215
Boston University is
an equal opportunity
uutuuon.

Address
State

CALL Cleveland collect

"

Zip

mivn) -

The feature headliner of the evening
was the legendary John Lee Hooker
from San Francisco. Hooker utilized
the same backup group with the
addition of his own lead guitarist who
added a precise style and clean flavor to
He played
the -- overall sound.
smauenngs ui a suiucwiuu auwgc
style of guitar using his thumb as a
pick. The true essence of his
musicianship was his soulfull vocal
style and charismatic stage presence.
The back up ensemble was given
several opportunities to improvise as
soloistsThey gave some of the
evenings most intense performances as
John Lee Hooker led them through their

ie

I

H

himself to be one blues master that all

T
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Ad-Ho-

In 1972, The Board of Trustees
adopted a policy on the College's
responsibility as an equity holder in
business concerns, and in 1982, largely
because of developments in South
Africa, the Board adopted a revised
policy on its social responsibility as an
investor. Although the 1982 policy is
a general statement of principles
governing all debt and equity
instruments, the 1982 report adopted
by the Board contained guidelines
relating specifically to South Africa.
Because the political and social
situation in South Africa has changed
significantly since 1982 and is
continuing to change at a dramatic
pace, this committee recommends that
the Board adopt new guidelines relating
specifically to South Africa. This
committee believes that these new
guidelines will also require that the

overall

Policy

on

Social

Responsibility be to review the policy,
since events and conditions in South
Africa are at such a critical stage that
this statement may soon be outdated.
We believe that it is important to
recognize the College's primary role as
an educational institution devoted to
teaching and learning and to be aware
of its limitations as a political force.
Particularly in foreign affairs. Wooster

provides

opportunities

through

teaching, learning and research for
students and faculty members to take
individual positions on this urgent
matter, and we assume that this
practice will continue.
The College has in the past made
funds available to offer scholarships to
black South African students, and we
assume that this practice will continue.
Finally, as a community of individuals,
Wooster should support the rights of
its members to act with respect to
apartheid in ways which they believe
will be effective, so long as these
members do not interfere with the
rights of others.

I.Speclal 'Guidelines Regarding
South Africa
A. Basis of College's Responsibility
With Reference to South Africa
The adoption of revised guidelines and
the revision of the policy on Social
Responsibility are proposed in the
context of the Board's abhorrence of
apartheid and the sense of revulsion

shared throughout the College
community at the increasing
repression, violence, and death in
South Africa.
By tradition and purpose, Wooster
opposes any discrimination against or
oppression of persons based upon race,
religion or ethnic origin. Thus,
apartheid in South Africa violates
principles which are fundamental to the
tradition and purpose of the College.
Wooster therefore, opposes apartheid.
Ordinarily, it cannot be a function of

the College as an institution to take
public stands against the many
instances of political and social
injustice; however. South Africa is a
special case for two reasons: 1) the
discrimination is embedded in law, and
2) the College has a responsibility as
of corporations with direct
operations in South Africa. Because of
the institutionalization of the evil of
apartheid and because Wooster has a
financial interest in corporations with
direct operations in South Africa, we
believe that special action is called for
by the College.

part-own- er

B. Analysis
of Possible
Actions by the College
Among the approaches that the
College could take as a
in
corporations with direct operations in
South Africa, the committee has
part-own- er

discussed several alternatives:
1) The college could take no action as
The College owns a
a
tiny fraction of the stock outstanding
in the corporations in which it is an
equity holder, and, given its minority
status, it is not legally responsible for
the activities of the corporations in
which it invests. Furthermore, these
corporations have only a very small
part of their business in South Africa.
Over the years, colleges and
stock-holde- r.

universities

have

persuaded

corporations not to use their financial
leverage to impose their views on the
academic freedom of educational
institutions, and such institutions
stand to lose far more than they will
gain if they invite corporations to
respond in kind to financial pressures.
Wooster's endowment exists to provide
income for scholarships and other
institutional purposes, and the College
should not risk diminishing the
support the endowment provides the
academic 'program by. attempting to use
it as a political weapon.
For reasons outlined in A above and
in the 1972 and 1982 statements of
Board Policy, the Ad Hoc Committee
has rejected this point of view!
2. The College could immediately and

totally divest of all stocks of
corporations in its investment
portfolio with direct operations in
South Africa and refrain from buying
such stocks in the future. Total and
immediate divestment by the College
would make a political and moral
statement in support of the struggle
against apartheid. Such a statement
would also support the many black
South African leaders who have called
for. divestment as well as for
withdrawal of American companies
with direct operations in South Africa.
To the extent that total divestment
would create internal pressures in
South Africa to end apartheid, such

.

divestment could be seen as a positive
Total
action by the College.
divestment, it is argued, is the only
policy that is consistent with the
overall 1972 Board statement on social
responsibility.
Despite the power of the argument
for total and immediate divestment, it
would, in our estimate, not change die
political and social situation in South
Africa. All educational institutions
combined own scarcely one percent of
the outstanding stock of U. S.
corporations, and thus even if all such
institutions sold all of such stock, the
predictable impact on the political and
social situation in South Africa would
be negligible. Total and immediate

hi
r

e

;
provides mdependeni assessments oi
company activities) is convinced that as
a result of the corporations efforts to
press for. the dissolution of the
apartheid system, the good served by
the company's presence outweighs the f.;
implicit support which its presence
gives apartheid in South Africa.
provides the
d
2. The three
Investment Committee time to work '

Committee Divestment Proposal

c

.

.

year-perio-

The Committee is persuaded that a
version of this alternative of using the
opportunity of partial ownership to
encourage disinvestment, joined with
an orderly and responsible system of
anticipated divestment, is the course of
action it wishes to recommend.

with the College's investment
managers in using opportunities to
present the case for disinvestment and,
falling that, to remove from the
portfolio ownership in corporations
where "cause to remain" is not or
cannot be shown. Under present
conditions, the College anticipates that
few companies win or could document ;
die efforts sufficient to "show cause."
However, that a company wOl or could
"show cause" is a crucial point in r
distinguishing this position from mat
of total and immediate divestment.
3. In addition to what is learned in the i
dialogue with the corporation, the
following ten standards win be used by

UL Recommendation of the Ad
Hoc Committee

A. COLLEGE POLICY
The Ad Hoc Commiuee recommends
the College pursue a policy which uses
the opportunity we have as partial
owners of companies with direct
operations in South Africa to
encourage disinvestment, joined with
an orderly and responsible schedule of the Investment Committee in
divestment would remove our
v
as
opportunity, insofar we are investors anticipated divestment, subject to the assessing the likelihood that the
v
conditions outlined below:
in U. S. corporations, to affect the
corporation will meet the conditions
political and social situation in South 1. The Investment Committee will described in this policy:
Africa.
Total and immediate begin immediately to use its influence Does the corporation work to:
divestment assumes that the benefits as a shareholder to persuade those
a. Eliminate segregation of the races
which U. S. corporations might bring companies in its investment portfolio
in all eating, comfort and work
by their efforts in South Africa could with direct operations in South Africa facilities;
not outweigh the negative impact that to disinvest (i.e., to dispose of those b. Institute equal and fair employment
is implicit in the presence of those
operations).
practices for all employees;
corporations (including the indirect
2. Within a period of.three years from c. Provide equal pay for all employees
the date the proposed policy is adopted doing equal or comparaoie wore ior ine
support provided the South African
government through taxes and special by the Board of Trustees, the
same period of time;
services).
Investment Committee will divest the d. Initiate and develop training
The committee does not share the securities of all companies in its
programs that will prepare, in
investment portfolio which have not substantial numbers, blacks and other
view that is assumed by total and
dis invested or announced plans to
immediate divestment and does not
for supervisory,
recommend this course of action.
disinvest unless:
administrative, clerical and technical
a. The apartheid system has been
jobs;
3. The College could encourage aH or legally abolished, or
e. Increase the number of blacks and
b. A company can convince the
nearly all the companies in its
in management and
other
investment portfolio that have direct Investment Committee that its
supervisory positions;
operations in South Africa to dis invest continued presence in South Africa is f. Improve the quality of employees'
(to dispose of these operations). Over a more beneficial than detrimental as a lives outside the work environment
in '
period of time, the College might
result of the company's direct efforts to such areas as housing, transportation,
attempt to persuade the companies
press for the dissolution of the
schooling, recreation and health
apartheid system.
through active dialogue. In cases
facilities;
3. The schedule of the divestment will g. Engage in direct efforts in South
where such dialogue proves fruitless,
the College could divest itself of those be determined by the Investment
Africa to press for the dissolution of
Committee on the following basis:
companies' securities. the apartheid system;.
a. A company's compliance with the h. Refrain from providing strategic
Multinationals inevitably sustain
apartheid insofar as they pay taxes to
ten conditions outlined in this policy.
products or services to or for the use of
b. A company's general attitude,
the South African government and
either the South African police or
provide capital, credit and strategic
responsiveness, and dialogue with the military;
Investment Committee regarding i. Refrain from providing products,
products to the South African
disinvestment.
economy. While some have argued
services or technology of particular
that by their continued presence in
c. The Investment Committee's
strategic importance to the '
South Africa, American firms could
judgement of the likelihood that a maintenance of me apartheid system;
work to change the apartheid system, it company will actually disinvest
j. Refrain from making new loans to .
d. The Investment Committee's
seems that the South African
the government of South Africa.
government is intractable. The judgement of how to implement the
These expectations require
position of the South African
timing of divestment in order to avoid corporations to take steps to extend the,
government on apartheid, the
adverse financial impact on the scope of their influence to activities
continued violence and the economic
College's investment portfolio.
outside the work place.such as
uncertainty there compromise the
supporting the freedom of mobility of
anticipated positive effect of a
B. COMMENTARY
aU workers, regardless of race, to seek '
committed American corporate
employment opportunities wherever
presence.
1.
This policy would require
Thus, those who argue for total or reasonable and responsible procedures
near-totdisinvestment conclude that for divesting, over the next three years, Continued on page 7
the College should take active steps to of stocks and bonds in a corporation
persuade its companies with direct
having direct operations in South
operations in South Africa to ' Africa unless the Investment
withdraw, and that if such companies
Committee ( in dialogue with the
prove unresponsive the College should corporation and with the Investor (Kappa Phi Sigma should be included as a
seek to invest its money elsewhere.
Responsibility Research Center, which signatory to last week's ICC letter
non-whit-
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Continued from page 6

Trustees to Consider Divestment

they exist, by lobbying against the
"homeless" concept, and by advocating
the end of the apartheid system. It is

proposed

by Ida Williams

that the Investment

The Board of Trustees will' be
meeting next weekend, October 24, 25,
26, to discuss, among other dung, the
c
committee
report by the
suggesting gradual divestment from
companies that do business in South

Committee place particular emphasis
on a company's efforts to oppose the
very existence of apartheid.
In the judgement of die Ad Hoc
Committee, the College should not
invest in securities of any bank which
hereafter makes new loans to the
government of South Africa until the

Ad-Ho-

Africa.

The
committee, consisting
of students, trustees and staff, has
spent approximately six months in
discussion of the issue, and agreed that
gradual selling of investments in
South African companies should be
undertaken in three years.
According to William Snoddy (Vice
President in charge of Financial
Affairs), as of June 30, 1986, die
College of Wooster had approximately
$2.84 million, or about 5.1 of the
schools total investments, invested in
companies in South Africa. But.
S noddy continued, that includes some
Ad-H-

system of apartheid is legally
abolished.

or The

IV.

Modification
College of Wooster's Board of
Trustees Policy on Social

Responsibility

COTES

regarding

Investment In Debt and Equity

Instruments.
As to the investment decisions
which are made by the Committee, or
by outside investment managers, the
Committee shall apply the following
guidelines to the purchase or sale of
such investment:
Wooster should seek equity and debt
positions only in those companies
which meet the conditions described in
our policy of social responsibility.

oc

investments in one company that have
since been sold because the company
had not made satisfactory progress on
S noddy
the Sullivan Principles.
indicated that The College of Wooster
subscribes to a publication by the
Investor Responsibility Research
Center, in Washington D.G. which
rates companies' performances in
South Africa, and that is how the
decision to sell was made.
A number of other colleges around
the country have already divested their
holdings. For instance, Michigan
State University divested in 1978
because The Board of Trustees decided
they wanted to make a stand against
apartheid,'' according to Nancy Craig, a
financial director at Michigan State.
The University of Michigan, which
divested between December of 1983 and
produced no
June of 1984, has

financial report upon the effects of
divestment, but according to Norman
Herbert, Chief Financial Administrator
at Michigan, the proceeds have been
reinvested, and generally speaking are

News Services
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A number of Wooster faculty
have been granted research
members
performing better.
leaves for the 1986-8- 7
study
and
Craig indicated that Michigan State

had

similar

.

academic year.

experiences.

The leave program, established in

Wooster's
new
recycling
program

1948 in tandem with the Independent

Study program, enables some Wooster
faculty members each year to work at
major centers for scholarship in this
country and abroad. Imder theprogram,
recognized as one of the best in the
nation, faculty members are eligible for
a research leave every fifth year and for
a study leave every seventh year.
Participating in the leave program

by Deward Berhart

mis year are:
Department

of Art: Arnold Lewis, on
As many people have noticed die
a one year research leave to complete a
College of Wooster has a problem
with litter on Saturday and Sunday book on the discovery of American
mornings. Any who lives near or in architecture by European critics in the
Bissman can attest to the fact 'that ' late 19th century, at Harvard
grounds around Bissman become an University's Weidener Library and
open refuse pit where Beer cans and Columbia University's Avery Library;
research
bottles are scattered widely. Anybody Walter Zurko, a
foolish enough to wake up as early leave to create a body of sculpture in
eight o'clock on Saturday will have which he will further develop his ideas
seen the grounds crew picking up all of dwellings inhabited by spirits,
the trash and throwing it in the present in bis Spirit Refuge pieces of
dumps ters from where it will soon be a the past two years, in new media
part of the local garbage dump. What a (wood), and to attend an Artist-In- waste!
Recently an effort to combat Industry program at Kohkr Center for
this waste has started in the form of a the Arts in Sheboygan, Wisconsin.
Department of Biology: James
recyking program proposed by Meyers
Perley,
on a
leave to study
House (The Outdoor House) and the
techniques
genetic
engineering
to
of
Students
Concerns
of
Environmental
group (ECOS). The two groups have improve agronomic and vegetable
proposed to set up some fifty recycling crops, in association with a
bins with one in every residence hall. commercial firm doing similar work.
Department of Chemistry: LeRoy
These bins, which will hopefully be in
Haynes,
on a one-yeleave to
place by next semester, could be used
in
participate
research
by students to place their used
containers in. There initial emphasis programs in the isolation and
would be the recycling of aluminum .characterization of organic compounds
containers to save them from from natural sources, at the Scripps
becoming part of the local dump. They Institution of Oceanography at the
would also -- like to increase the University of California at San Diego;
leave
awareness of our environment . David Powell, on a
his research in the use of
throughout the campus community by
infrared and Raman Spectroscopy to
showing how easy and effective
investigate the conformational behavior
recycling can be.
This is an ambitious project which of a variety of compounds, at the
needs the support of the campus not University of Oslo.
only in terms of using the receptacle
but also in terms of planning and Continued from page 5
physical labor to do the actual work.
The cultural opportunities of the
Dave Banigan, who is heading up the
tremendous.
area are
Cleveland
drive, stated, "We need enthusiastic
as
a thriving
well
as
acts
National
people who are willing to give a little
ready for
exist
side
side
scene
by
local
bit of their time to make die campus a
'
evenings
Wednesday
appreciate.
us
to
better place to live." Though Dave
fantastic
was
a
'
performance
blues
prefers "redheads", any one who is
interested is welcome and encouraged to example of the cultural richness that
'
void of
become involved in the recycling exists in this seemingly empty
for die
there
Its
out
farmlands.
program. If you are interested you are Ohio
College
Of
urge
the
would
taking.
I
asked to come to their next meeting,
as
absorb
Community
to
Wooster
Tuesday. October 21st at seven o'clock
in
in Meyers House (located on die comer much of Ohio's culture as possible
Cleveland area.
die
greater
years
their
in
of Pine and College.) For more
information call Dave Banigan at This Blues performance was a prune
example of what's there for the taking.
extension 2732.
v
one-semes-ter

V.

Administration

The Investment Committee of the
Board of Trustees shall have the
responsibility of implementing this
policy:
1. In light of the foregoing policy, the
Investment Committee will review on
a regular basis all securities in the
investment portfolio of the College.
2. The Investment Committee will
explain the College's concern and
policy and will seek to persuade any
company in which it invests to follow
this policy.
3. Within three years of the date of
adoption of the policy, the Investment
Committee will divest the security of
any company which it has determined .
is not meeting the expectations of the

College's

policy

on

,

one-ye-

Legend
Greys Wooster stocks effected by divestment

(5.1)

ar

Black Wooster's total portfolio

on-goi- ng

social

one-ye- ar

diA
yw com to

you

wfcy

Awe?

'

haive

$uAy

rQ

liS

I

.

i

responsibility and will inform the
company of such action and the
reasons for it.
4. The College will use its influence
through proxy voting to encourage
socially responsible business behavior.

Jwt

ar

CWUt

fast anc.
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Continued from page 4

WGWS First Flurry Fling Contest

1. By no later than November 7,
e
proposal to Michael
sumbit a
D. Kern, chairperson of the selection
committee.
2. Include in the proposal the specific
way(s) that grant monies will be used
and the amount requested.
3. Attach a brief statement from the
advisor to assure the committee that
this proposal has been discussed in
detail and that the advisor joins the
student in the expectation that the
"resulting research would assure
professional quality and likely
publication ( of appropriate
recognition)."
one-pag-

By Sarah Kotchen
WCWS 91.9 is currently conducting
the third annual First Flurry Fling
contest. In this contest, the listeners
are to guess the date of the first
measurable snowfall that occurs this
season on the College of Wooster
campus. The first measurable snowfall
of the season will be defined as
one-ha- lf
of an inch or more
accumulation on the ground.
All snowfall measurements will be
made on the College of Wooster
Thus, if a measurable
campus.
snowfall occurs somewhere within
listening range, but not on the College
of Wooster campus, then that snowfall
will not count as the first measurable
snowfall. The snowfall must be
observed on the College of Wooster
campus in order to qualify as the
winning date.
Students on the College of Wooster
campus as well as all other listeners
within listening range of the radio

station may enter this contest.
The
WCWS staff are ineligible.
contest will run through Friday,
October 24, 1986. Only one entry per
person will be accepted. If you are a
college student please put your name,
extension, and the date which you
think the first measurable snowfall will
occur on a postcard and mail it to the
following address:

WCWS FIRST FLURRY FLING
BOXC-300- 5

Koss AMFM stereophone receiver
including headphones and a carrying
case valued at $89.95 compliments of
In
Far East Audio in Wooster.
addition, the first place winner will also
receive a dinner for two at The Wooster
Inn and anything of his or her choice
up to $20.00 at Westwood Connection
The
Record Store in Wooster.
second-plac- e
winner will receive ten free
visits to the sun bed at Roffler Family
Hair Center in Wooster plus a meal for
two 'at the Smithville Inn in
e
winner
Smithville. The
for
a
dinner
two at
entitled
to
will be
TPs Restaurant in Wooster. Don't
miss out on this great opportunity -enter now!
third-plac-

THE COLLEGE OF WOOSTER
WOOSTER. OHIO 44691
After the first measurable snowfall
occurs, the winners will be contacted as

well as announced over WCWS 91.9
FM. In the event of a tie & random
drawing will be held to choose the

Members of the selection committee
include:

Michael D. Kern, Department of
Biology;
David A.Guldin, Department of
Sociology;
Larry L. Stewart. Department of
English.

Protect your employees, your
company, and yourself from the
personal suffering and financial
loss of cancer. .. cad your local
unit of the Amencan Cancer
Society and ask for their free
pamphlet, "Helping Your
Employees to Protect Themselves Against Cancer. Start
your company on a policy of
good health today!

tesf?'

winner.

The first place winner will receive a

Lapp and Anderson
awarded foreign
language scholarships

How five minutes can
change the way you move

mrough college.

Julie Budden

wanted to help students financially to
study beyond what is available at the
smaller colleges."
Anderson said she hopes her
experience through PICAS will help
her in her graduate studies in Japanese
at the University of Copenhagen in

Two College of Wooster seniors
were awarded full scholarships to study
foreign languages this summer.
Seniors Yuki Anderson and Eric
Lapp spent eight weeks in intensive
foreign language studies Anderson at
the University of Michigan for
Japanese, and Lapp at the Gothe
Institute for German according to

Denmark.

Professor Mara Wade, German
department.

There are many programs available
to students interested in language
studies, particularly those students
who want additional training," Wade
said. "Increasing numbers of such
programs beginning to be offered
around the country show a growing
awareness and a need for such language
training," she said.

Lapp spent his eight weeks in
Germany on scholarship through the
German Academic Exchange Service.
Although his major is archaeology,
Lapp said his German background is
essential for his field, pointing out that
several noteworthy archaeological
studies are German in origin.
Wade said these types of intensive
language studies may enhance other
foreign language programs offered at
the College as well.
"Although there are still the
study programs, there are
other lesser known opportunities
available to students there are different
programs for different pursuits," she

In five minutes you could
change the course of History. And any
other subject you may be studying.
Just take part in a demonstration
of the Macintosn personal computer
from Apple?
You'll see how Macintosh can
help you work better, fester and,

perhaps best of all, smarter.
You'll also qualify to win aTrek
touring bike. And you'll walk
away with a free bicycle cap,
Macintosh and aTrek bike.
Both will do more than help you
get ahead. Both will take you
anywhere you want to go.
12-spe-

ed

off-camp- us

Anderson, a German and International
Relations major, received a scholarship
to participate in a GLCA program at
the University of Michigan. Anderson
was one of twelve students
participating in the Program for
Collaboration in
Area Studies (PICAS). Her study
exposure to
included
the Japanese language and culture.
The University of Michigan is well
known as a strong facility for
language," Anderson said. "GLCA
Inter-Institutio-

nal

round-the-clo-

ck

--

said.

Wade said she recommended that
interested students contact foreign
language department members or the

Dean's

Office

for

additional

Taylor llsil
OfanstnetxmianddetakMTtavmlabkMyowmkToamp

(CAppComplmpkaitatxarregts

information.

G3YERENT

Academic Computing Service:
Consulting Office

ECCXS A KC.1E!

Send far your free copy.

tUm Catalog

P.O. Box 37000, Washington.

DC

20013

Recti 208
mUMetiMeaithlls. TYtt a M trademark of TVti Bicycle

Men's Cross Country, finishes 13th at All
Ohio Meet
Invitational title.
Men vie
Kent
for the

State

By David Dean

The

The field which consisted of

Meet at Ohio
Wesleyan University was the focus of
cross country action last Friday in the
North Coast Athletic Conference. The
Fighting Scots men's cross country
team fared the weather quite well and
came out of the experience much
stronger. "We had quite a week of
intense workouts which went through
the entire week. We worked together as
a unit, intense but relaxed, and we
I
showed what we had at
think every runner on the squad did
their very best," comments head coach
Jim Bean about his runners' strong
Meet.
performance at the
All-Oh-

io

All-Ohi-

Division I, II, and HI schools from all
over Ohio was a race to behold. From
the start the pack was tight until the
two- - mile mark when Division I and II
powerhouses Bowling Green and
Miami of Ohio challenged each other.
Winning the individual honor was
Shannon Ritchie of Ohio University
with a time of 25:22.02.
Finishing first for the Scots was
junior Todd Fach (who a week earlier
had knee problems) who paced the
course to finish, with honors, in 41st
place with a time of 26:4233. 1 was
real happy with that particular race

o.

All-Ohi- o

considering what I did at
but I
feel I still have that one really great race
in me. All I need to do is concentrate
on Case's Van Burick and I know HI do
fine," commented Fach on the
conference meet and his rival Van
Burick of Case.
Van Burick is certainly a strong
contender for the individual crown this
year as he paced the course with a time
of 26:34.87 which was good for a 34th
place finish and the top finisher in the
NCAC.
Tri-Stat-

Finishing second for Wooster was
senior
Paul Fleming who
co-capta-

in

Women's Cross Country gets that
boost
mid-seas-

on

Weeks of rest and good workouts paid off
by Becky Pickett

At last Saturday's cross country short one runner with senior Pat
Invitational, the runners' worries of Bauerle out due to a hip injury. Yet,
sunny, humid weather disappeared as
the dark clouds rolled in and the rain
began to fall just in time for the start of
the race. Although the Scotries had
the home course advantage and the
weather on their side, they were also

e,

commented. "It took each individual
runner's efforts to get our team that
second place. This is just a reflection
of the type of athletes we have. They
know what is needed to get the job
done and then go out and do it"
Coming in first for the Scotties was
Katie Keller who placed 11th.
Following close behind were Robyn

finished the 8,000 meter course in
26:54.41. Next for the Scots was
Scott Mellor, 27:39.63 (102nd), and
Scon Michalek, 28:02.26 (104th).
Rounding out Wooster's scoring wai
freshman Dave Dubin who finished
114th with a time of 28:0734.
Rounding out Wooster's varsity roster
was Chris Trivets who fared the course
in 28:1639 and Gene Toy. 29:04.45.
Wooster finished 8th in the college
divison where Malone won the meet
with a score of 53. Wooster scored
200. Overall the College of Wooster
finished in 13th place with a score of
409. Bowling Green and Miami of

Sommer, 13th; Becky Pickett, 14th;
and Stephanie Scierka, 15th. Janette
Host came through for the team as fifth
runner, finishing 45th. Inger Harbo
placed 73rd.
As Penney sees it, the next three

weeks will be important for the
Scotties to make come progress.
"We're running consistently right

j

Ohio both tied for first place honors
with a score of 74 each. '
In the B Race ( better known as the
Open Race) Wooster did equally welL
Led by sophomore Todd Kelleher the
Scots fared very well against Case,
Miami, Malone and Kent State.
Although at this time no official scores
have been tabulated the following
scores with times were recorded for ,
Wooster's finishers.
Todd Kelleher. 34th, 28:08.42; Dave
Dean, 48th, 28:48.06; Chuck Brady.
68th, 29:26.02, and Brent Bunnell,
"82nd, 29:52.07.
This weekend the men will head to the
'
Kent Invitational.

now," he said, "but we need to begin
training even harder and still remain
Healthy.

The runners had me pact weekend off
so they could recover from injuries.
This weekend, the Scotties win travel
to Ohio Wesleyan to compete in the
All Ohio meet.

the Scotties pulled through with a
surprising second place finish, losing
only to Ashland College among a field
of twelve other competing teams.
Coach Craig Penney, pleasantly
surprised with the women's finish,

Great Clothes
Great Prices

Jeans

Shirts
Blouses
Skirts
Wool Topcoats

t

Skie s will be. mostly cloudy today end it will b
Tonight
IP cool with a high of only 47 to 52.
prom ises to be partly cloudy and cold with a lo
z.
of 3 5 td AO. The weekend weather is shaping up
Weekend with mild temperatur es
well for Parents
and dry conditions on tap. It will be ..partly t o
most ly' sunny Saturday and Sunday with mostly
lit clea r nights. The high will reach 50 to 55 ori
111 Satu rday and 62 to 67 on Sunday".
Morning lows
be 38 to 43 on both days. TRIVIA; The
will
Howl ing Fifties are strong westerly winds which
--

--

NICE AS NEW
RESALE FASHIONS
149 E. Libert Street Wooster
Newberry Bldg. rear entrance

Open

10-5p- m

Daily-Frida- y

Phone:264-089-

6

till

:

;

blow

7pm.
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Men's soccer loses in a mental bash
against Otterbein

lmfap?Maui(ii)ini

After playing so well the past
weekend, the team suffered a

devastating 0 loss to Otterbein on
Tuesday. The team did not play as
poorly as the score seems, but did at
times seem to be confused by an
Otterbein team that presented some
new looks, contrary to the scouting
reports that the team had prepared
around. Wooster missed several good
opportunities to score and keep the
game close early. Otterbein played a
very solid game and kept the Scots off
balance die entire time.
Despite the loss, the team still has
gotten off to one of its best starts ever.
The record of the team is now a very
and the team is still
impressive
ranked fourth in the Great Lakes
Region. The team plays next Tuesday
at Marietta, as it hopes to get back on
the winning track.
3--

By Tad Mason
This past weekend the Men's Soccer
team traveled to Iowa to compete in
the Grinnell College tournament. The
team played well and ended up winning
tournament.
the
In the first game of the tournament,
Wooster faced a spunky Grinnell team
on a very wet and sloppy field. The
game ended in a 1 tie despite many
opportunities by Wooster to win.
Coach Bob Nye noted later that the
field conditions and the weather made it
very difficult for the team to run its
normal offense, as the ball would not
roll like the players were accustomed
to. Nye also thought that the team
four-tea-

should have won , but the sloppy field
equaled out the teams and Wooster's
strengths were not evident in the poor
conditions.

The following day, the team faced a
very good Colorado College team.

m

1--

.

Again the game was played on a muddy
field, but on this day the team was
more than ready for the challenge as it
dominated the entire game and won by
Nye thought that the
the score of
team even played better than the score
indicated. "We could have won 0
with just a few breaks," the coach later

10-2--

3-- 0.

6--

'

said.

1,

Federal Depository Library Program

Women hoopers look for improving season
Women hope to

re-ga- in

their national status

by News Services

.

The College of Wooster women's
basketball team heads into the 1986-8- 7
season with a new look. Chris Hart
has taken over as head coach, replacing
Nan Nichols, who retired after a
brilliant 22 year career. Hart, who
came to Wooster after serving as a
graduate assistant at Western Illinois, is
looking forward to her chance to show
what she can do when in charge. Tm
really excited about our season," she
said. "The players are ready. Anytime
you get a new coach there is
--

excitement."
Injuries have caused problems for the
Scouies during the past few seasons,

but Hart instituted a
conditioning

pre-seas-

on

program to help

overcome that situation. "We have to
stay healthy," she explained. "We have
to have intensity for 40 minutes of
every game. 1 In order to do that, our

players have to be in top shape.
They're committed to the program;
theyre committed to winning."
Although Nichols has departed, she
left a wealth of talent in her wake.
Leading the charge this season will be
senior wings Lisa Diment (Kalamazoo,

Mich.)

and

12.4 points per game, trailing only
Diment and Davis in that department.
She canned
shots from the
floor (42 percent) and connected on an
even 50 percent of her free throws
Johnson was also third on
the team in rebounding with an average
of 5.9 caroms per game and second in
blocked shots with 16.
'1 look for both Lisa and Karen to be
leaders of the floor," said Hart "They're
both seniors and have been there
before. I hope they will instill desire
into the younger players."
In addition to Diment and Johnson,
other returning players include senior
wing Jill Edwards (Cincinnati), who
averaged 2.1 points and 1.2 rebounds
per game; junior point guard Lisa
Tomaseti (Wooster), who averaged 4.4
points per game and dished off 66
assists; and sophomores Colleen Banks
118-of-2-

(36-of-72-

Johnson

Karen

(Westerville). diment, who is on target
leading
to become Wooster's
scorer by the end of this season,
averaged 18.8 points per contest last
year, shooting 46 percent from the field
g
73
and a
percent from the charity stripe
(29-4In addition, Diment was
second in rebounding to the departed
Barb Dvis with an average of 8.2 per
game and third in assists with 32. She
d
50 shots.
also blocked a
Johnson, meanwhile, was third on the
team in scoring with an average of
all-ti-

(192-of41-

me

team-leadin-

9)

0)

school-recor-

).

81

(Youngstown), who averaged 1.9 should find themselves in the thick of
points per game and had 22 assists, and the NCAC race once again.
Wooster opens its season Nov.
Mindy Wrigley (Oak Harbor), who
2
at the Marietta Tournament.
rebounds
averaged 1.0 points and
per game. The top newcomers are post
Brenda Heil (Smithville), a transfer
from Heidelberg, and wings Stephanie
Porter (Temple, N.H.) and LaWanda
Crawl (Cleveland Heights).
"We want to put pressure on
opposing defenses and offenses, " she
said. "We will play a lot of presses
and traps on defense and look to go to
j the basket when we have the ball. We
should have no problem adjusting to
i the new system.
"We will be a
basketball
team, said Hart. We have a winning
tradition to uphold and the kids
1-

well-round-

21-2-

-5

ed

understand that."

If desire and commitment still count
for anything, the talented Scouies

Men's Basketball hopes look dim
By News Services

Wims looks to the freshman class for strength.
1986-8- 7
College of Wooster Men's along with Scott Coonfare, who was a
steady, consistent player, averaging 53
Basketball Preview by News Services
points and three rebounds per game.
As College of Wooster basketball
coach Lu Wims looks forward to his Also gone from last year's squad are
fourth season at the helm, he is likely several talented underclassmen,
to find more questions than answers. including Chuck Glen, who averaged
10.7 points per game and was the
The 1985-8- 6
season was a
disappointment, and with the loss of team's second - leading rebounder with
several key veterans, Wims is an average of 6.7 per game, as well as
understandably concerned about the Ed Ratleff, who averaged 13 points and
1986-8- 7
5.7 rebounds per game. Wooster's
campaign.
Missing this season will be point freshmen twin towers, Mike Trimmer
guard Terry Pensyl, who averaged 12.2 and Fred Schwendler, who stood
respectively, and showed
points and 3.7 assists per game, not to and
signs of becoming- fine players, will
mention valuable court leadership.
6-- 10

6-1-

1,

-

.

not return this season.
The Scots' top returning player will
be senior post Mike O'Brien, who
averaged 15 points and 8.8 rebounds per
game. If he stays healthy this season,
he could be one of the dominating
players in the conference. OBrien will
be joined in the starting line-u- p
by
sopomore Chuck Rich, who earned a
starting position midway through the
season and responded by averaging 5.5
points and 23 rebounds per game.
Other players expected to contribute
and, perhaps, even start this season are
junior John Mead, who averaged 2.6

points and 1.2 rebounds per game; and Peterson, a
190 lb. wing
sophomore point guard Gary Meszaros, should see a great deal of playing time
who averaged 1.2 points per game, as this season.
well as junior point guard Mike
McCormick and sophomore wing Todd
Keiper.
Wooster opens its season Nov. 21 at
Freshmen are expected to play a key the inaugural Capital University
role this season, with Henry Adams, Tournament. The first home game is
Matt Heistand and rob Peterson leading scheduled for Nov. 25 against Mount
the way. Adams, a 1 1, 180 lb. point Union and the first conference came is
guard from Akron Central Hower set for Jan. 8 against Kenyon. The
High School, may challenge Meszaros Mose Hole Wooster Classic will be
and McCormick for the starting point held Dec.
0
and includes Ohio
guard position. Heistand, a 4 1195 Northern, Bluff ton and Washington &
lb. wing from Old Fort High School, Jefferson.
6-- 3,

I

5--

29-3-

6--

.
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Women's Field Hockey
Rankings

Mathews Named NCAC Player of the
Week
by Newt Services
record for attempts with 45, breaking
quarterback Don Mathews
Ron Wright's mark of 39 set in 1982,
(ColumbusGahanna High School) has and his 266 yards broke Ted Hole's
been named North Coast Athletic
previous record of 234 set way back in
Conference Offensive Player of the
1955. In addition, Mathews set a
Week after setting three Wooster
conference record f or completions,
records and one conference record while eclipsing the previous mark of 25 set
leading the Scots to a 4 victory by Kenyon's Dan Paretic in 1984. He
against John Carroll Oct. 11.
also tied Pantic's conference record for
d
Mathews completed a
attempts.
28 passes, shattering Phil Lucchese's
Through five games, Mathews has
1983 mark of 22. He also set a school completed
passes (.570) for
15-1-

780 yards and three touchdowns.- He is
less than 300 yards shy of setting the
Wooster record for most yards in one
season (1062) and needs to average 12
completions per game to set another
Wooster record. Currently, he is
averaging almost 15 completions per
-

game.

school-recor-

73-of-1- 28

'uefS

--

by News Services

College of Wooster sophomore

SEE WWKT WE CAN PO FOR. YOU

Backward Mechanic. Books on

Our warehouses here at the
Government Printing Office
contain more than 16,000 different
Government publications. Now

we've put together a catalog of
nearly 1,000 of the most popular
books in our inventory. Books like
Infant Care, National Park Guide
and Map, The Space Shuttle at
Work, Federal Benefits
for Veterans and
Dependents, and The

subjects ranging from
agriculture, business, children,
and diet to science, space
exploration, transportation, and
vacations. Find out what the
Government's books are all about.
For your free copy of our new
bestseller catalog, write

my

'

jfgfes

.
I

..y--

.
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-

""""""

New Catalog
Post Office Box 37000
Washington, D.C. 20013

The College of Wooster women's
field hockey team strengthened its grip
on first place in the North Coast
Athletic conference with victories
against Denison and Kenyon last week,
and in so doing, has taken over the top
spot in this week's Great Lakes Region
Poll. The Scotties, who are 5
overall and 2 in the NCAC, also are
6--

5--

ranked 17th in the nation this week.
Senior Kate Koehler (Warren, N J.)
has been responsible for most of the
offense this fall with eight goals and
two assists.
She is joined by
sophomore Kim Rowland (Louisville,
Ky.), who has four goals and one
assist, and sophomore Celinda Brandt
(Cleveland Heights), who has three
goals. Senior goalie Sarah Heath
(Lewisburg. Pa.) has given up just 1 1
goals while making 6t2 .saves and
registering three shutouts in 10 games.
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Or the grand prize, fcr the numberone student referral

damptLTi in de nation: aPboche and cfiey
student at an accredited coOegecruni- - coach air tend.
If youYe a
And how do you get be the refcnal champion? Just sign
receive
up
as many friends as possible, and inake sure your member
a membeahp cad and number that wi2 alkwyoutoeet
ship
number b on their
10 cff Continental and New Tfcdc An already lew fees. Hi
any
you and your referrals must sign up before 1273136
priae
addiotan,youTlacneMiiuemuTic
iefenalinustfV38egnnentscnCoisUicialcyNew
each
and
domestic ictmdnip flight. Plus you'll be able to earn trips to
brk
before
671581 AndjouTl net only getaecfe fcr the
Air
and
London
Angeles,
even
places like Florida, Denver Los
youH
eracfimenr,
also get 500 bonus miles.
the South Pacific. Because every time you fly youHeammile- SocutdSecxxspon,aBYlserditkinciwBesurelDindude
towards a free trip. And if
your current full time student ID number. That way irB only
receive 3 free issues of BusineaweekGareers magazine.
ijiiiyipniimii, uii iiim
yeas ($60 after 1231786). Tfaur memberf kit, including
referral forms, will arrive in 3 to 4 weeks. Ifcu have a credit
and enroll even taster.
card, you can call us at
Now more than ever it pays to stay in school
full-tim- e

acptoricr-hitxdertobeefe-

fbr

-4321

1-830-255-
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